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*Expert papers*

24. Shah, N. A. (July 2011) ‘International Human Rights Law and Islamic Law’. This paper was commissioned by the *United States Institute of Peace* as a background paper for developing Islamic rules on post-conflict justice.

25. Shah, N. A. (June 2011) ‘Introduction to Islamic Law’. The *United States Institute of Peace* has developed a Practitioners’ Guide for the International Network to Promote the Rule of Law. This paper was commissioned as contribution to its section on Islamic law in Pakistan and Afghanistan.

26. August 2010. I was hired by the *Constitution Making Unit* of the *United States Institute of Peace* to write an ‘Options Paper’ providing various models based on the comparative practices of Muslim states, on the constitutional treatment of Sharia. The paper was intended for officials and politicians engaged in constitution drafting for the Sudan. The Constitution Making Unit was keen on innovative and practical models especially on the accommodation of a secular model for the states of Southern Kordofan and Blue Nile.

*Book reviews*


**Translation from Pashto into English**


**UN Reports and Manuals**


**European Union reports**

40. Shah, N. A. With Todd, Bruce (September 2012), ‘Ex-post evaluation of the project 'Civilian Capacity Building for Law Enforcement in Pakistan' (CCBLE).